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Alsrnlc:r
Small, black vanadium oxide crystals obtained from a sandstone drill core taken near
carlile, wyoming, were found by single-crystal *-ray diffraction techniques to consist of
two monoclinic phases. crystal structure analysis showed one phase to be a new mineral,
haggite, having the following crystallographic properties: space group c2/m; celr dimens i o n s , o : 1 2 . 1 7 A , n : Z . S S , c : 4 . 8 3 , g : 9 8 " 1 5 , i c e l l c o n t e n t s , H e V r O r r .T h e s e c o n dp h a s e
("phase B") was found to have crystallographic properties iclentical with
those of the

Haggite, phase B, and duttonite (H:VO:) are consicleredto be members of a homologous
seriesof general composition Hz,-zV,Or^_z,withn:4,6
and o, respectively.
The problem of the chemical nature of doloresite was solved with information obtained

fNrnonucrroN

made extensiveefiorts without successin the earlier stagesto determine
the essentialnature of the mineral through crystal structure analysis
basedon single-crystalintensity data of limited range and quality. Faiiure was certain becausethe crystals are twinned and the analysis was
* Publication
authorized
by theDirector,U. S.Geological
Survey.
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made in terms of an incorrect orthorhombic cell, as describedin a later
section.
After nearly a year of diligent effort, the doloresite problem was set
aside for awhile and attention turned to another vanadium oxide mineral which came from Carlile, Wyoming. Of this material we had available
a number of small crystals extracled from a sandstone matrix. X-ray
patterns of these crystals revealedthe presenceof two separatephases,
both monoclinic, intergrown in parallel orientation on a microscopic
scale.One of these, it was discovered,by applying a simple twin law,
could be made to account for both the geometry and intensities of the
difiraction patterns of doioresite. The crystal structures of both phases
in the Wyoming crystals were readily solvedfrom Pattersonprojections,
and this result led directly to the solution of the doloresite problem.
Following these developments, the description of the mineral doloresite
was completed and published by Stern, Stieff, Evans and Sherwood
(1957).A preliminary descriptionof the structuresof hiiggite (one of the
Wyoming phases) and doloresite has been given previousiy (Evans and
Mrose, 1958). A detailed description of the analysis and interpretation
of the crystal structures of these minerals is the objective of this paper.
TnB Cenrnn, WvotutwG Cnvsters
In 1956 we receiveda sample of a black vanadium oxide in the form
of several small crystals (maximum size, 0.1 mm.) which had been
worked out of a sandstonematrix by M. E. Thompson of the Geological
Survey.The samplewas taken from a drill core at a depth of 180-181feet
in drill hole TR-713, which is in the NE+SE+ sec.27, T. 52 N., R' 66 W.,
Crook County, Wyoming. This horizon is in a highly mineralized, unnamed siltstonemember of the Lakota formation (Lower Cretaceousage),
about 13 feet below the baseof the Fuson member.* Spectrographictests
showed the presenceonly of vanadium and a minor amount of iron, and
an fi-ray powder diagram revealed a pattern hitherto unknown for a natural mineral. There was no possibility of making a chemical analysis of
the mineral, and the only hope of discovering its constitution was through
r-ray single-crystal studies. Fortunately, the crystals gave excellent
Buerger precessionpatterns, at least in comparison with those usually
given by vanadium oxide minerals. The outstanding feature of these
patterns was the presenceof a short crystallographicaxis of 3.0 A, as in
montroseiteand doloresite.The difiraction net normal to this axis gave a
clearly resolvedpattern of sharp spots as shown in Fig. 14. This pattern
consists of perfectly straight rows of spots, with an inter-row spacing
x The information concerning this core was kindly supplied by Miss Darlene N. Peacock
of the Atomic Energy Commission.
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Frc. 1 a. Buerger precessionphotograirh of (Z0l) net oi a crystal from Carlile, Wyoming
(MoKa radiation).6. Interpretation of a: full circles, full lines, h?iggitereciprocal lattice;
open circles, dotted lines, phase B lattice.

correspondingto 4.83 A; but the spots within the rows appearedto be
irregularly arranged. It was found that the pattern could be accounted
for in all detail in terms of two superimposedmonoclinic Iattices with
equal and common b and c axes,but different @axesand B angles.Measurement of Buerger precessionphotographs of the (ftft0), and (h\l) and
(hll) nets gave the following dimensionsfor the two lattices, designated
as shown:
Phase A
Space group
a

b
C

p
Vol.

Phase B
both C2/m, Cm or C2

1 2 . 1 7 + 0 .A
05
2.99+O.01
4.83+0.02
98'1s',+
s',
173.9A3

1 9 6 4 + 0 . 0 6A
2 99+0.01
4.83+O.02
+ 5',
103'55/
275.3A3

The explanation of the (h01,)net shown in Fig. 1a is shown graphically
in Fig. 10. The powder pattern of these crystals gave the data listed in
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Table 1 wherein the identity of each line in terms of the lattice of phase
A or B is indicated.
For the purpose of structure analysis, the intensities of the (h)l) re'
flectionswere measuredon Weissenbergpatterns by meansof visual comparison with a calibrated strip made with one of the r-ray reflections.
For phase A, 58 independent data were collected' and for phase B, 63
data. In only nine casesdid reflectionsfrom the two lattices overlap
seriously enough to prevent individual measurement.The pattern of
phase A was always considerablystronger than that of phase B, presumably owing to its predominancein the crystal, so that it was expected
that the data of phaseA were the more reliable.Thesedata were suitabiy
correctedfor the Lorentz and polarizationfactors,but not for absorption.
Cnvsrer- Srnucrunn AN.c.rvsrsol HAccrrE (PuasB A)
Un,it cell contentsand,slructure
The geometryof the unit cellsof phasesA and B placesseverelimits on
the contents of the unit cells.Of the chemistry, it was known only that
the major constituentswere limited to vanadium, oxygen and hydrogen'
By analogy to montroseiteand simiiar oxides (Evans and Mrose, 1955)'
it seemedproper to associatewith the 3.0 A spacinga structure consisting
of chainsof octahedrastretchedalong the 6 axis by sharingedges.In such
a structure all atoms readily lie on mirror planes normai to the chain
axis, so, partly for this reason,the spacegroup was assumedtobe C2/m.
The volume of the cell wiil accommodateexactly 12 oxygen atoms of
specificvolume 17.4 h3. (In montroseite,the specificvoiume is 17.2 A3;
Evans and Block, 1953.)In the spacegroupC2/m, there must be an even
number of atoms in the unit ceil. In addition, the average valence of
vanadium was assumedto be between three and four' With these restrictions,the f ollowingformulationsof the unit cell contentsare allowed:
I.
II.

HrqVrOro
HrzVioro

III.

H8V4OIO

IV.

H€V1O1o

V. HrVrOro
VI. HrVcOlo
VII. VoOro

The structure of phase A was readily determined from the Patterson
map, which is shown in Fig. 2o. In this map all the vectors characteristic
of the double zig-zag octahedral chain (Fig. 2b) are easily recognized.
With the knowledge of the presenceof this structural feature and its
orientation in the structure, it was soon determined, mainly from geometrical considerations,that the zig-zag chains are joined through the
apices of the octahedronsinto sheets extending parallel to the (001)
plane. Structure factors for such an arrangementgave good agreement
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Tanr,u 1. Powonn X-Rav DmlnecrroN Dara lon Br,ecx V,qNaorun Oxrnn
Cnvsrar-s r,RoM CARr,rr,E,WvourNc
CuKa radiation; camera diameter 114.6 mm.: min. obs. d:12 4,.
d(calc.) given for hiiggite to 1.500 A; for phase B to 2.50 A
Phase B

hht
200

Hiiggite (phase A)

d(ca1c.)
9.52

400
001
201

4.70
4.69
4 .6 8

201
401

3.85
3.83

600

3.r7

40I
110
601

3.00
2.95
295

111
021

2.54
2.52

hkl

d(calc.)

200
001

6.02
4.78

Carlile crystals

d(obs.)

I

6.04
4.80

4
100

4.73

3

201

4.O4

4.05
3. 8 7

50
3 (brd)

201

3 51

400

3.01

3.51
3.18
3.02

t2
2
25

110

2.90
2.73

2.91
2.74

3

40r

T11
ttl
401
310
002
202
311
202
311
402
600
601
112
510
JI

T

r12
312
601
402
511

602
312
203
003
DIZ

800
403

2.52
2.443
2.398
2.398
2.390
2.340
2.221
2.t20
z.ul5

2.018
2.O07
1 954
1.877
1. 8 7 5
1.817
1 814
t.770

r.763
1.754

a

o

At

2.39
2.22
2.I2
2.071

4
3

2 010
1. 9 5 9
1.878

3
18
4

1. 8 1 5
I .788

t2
4

1 .684
1. 6 5 9
r.625
1. 5 9 8
I .593
1 563
1 50.5
1 500

J

o
A

3

t.492
1.+19
1 .400
| 378
| 347
1.291
| 199
1.172

t2
2
6

3
o

3
A
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Frc.2. a. Patterson projection on (010) of hiiggite. b' Vectors of the double
octahedral chain of montroseite.

with the observedamplitudes, and with three repeatedcalculations,the
final eiectrondensity shown in Fig. 3 was obtained.
Hyilrogen atoms
This result restricts the formulation to III, IV and V, leaving only the
questionof the number of hydrogen atoms present.This must, of course,
be found by an indirect approach. The first indication com^esfrom the
presenceof six short oxygen-oxygendistancesof about 2.7 A acrossthe
interlayer region of the structure. Crystal chemical principles require
that such distancesas thesebe associatedwith hydrogen bonds, so that
we may thus account for six hydrogen atoms. To decide whether there
are other hydrogen atoms presentnot involved in hydrogen bonding, we
must attempt to estimatethe distribution of electronsamong the several
vanadium-oxygenbonds. For this purpose,we may begin by dividing the
three or four electronpairs associatedwith vanadium equally among the
six oxygen ligands. This approach would lead us to suspectthat Or is a
hydroxyi group. Before acceptingthis conclusion,we must examine the
vanadium-oxygenbond lengths to determinewhether or not the bonding
in the octahedronis actuallv uniform.

Frc. 3. Electron density projection on (010)
of heggite. Dotted contour, zero electrons/A2;
contour interval, 5 electrons/A2.

Frc. 4. Interatomic distances
in hiiggite.
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Tenr,n 2. Srnucrunr Penalmrnns lon HAccrra (Pnasn A)
Spacegroup: C2/m, Int. Tab No. 12
B

v

Atoms

(A)

(cycies)

4Vin(l)
2 Or in (c)
4 Ozin (i)
4 Osin (l)

0 . 1 3 7 8+ 0 . 0 0 0 5
0
0 6094+0.0018
0.3026+0.0019

0
0
0
0

0.3967+0.0012 4 . 1 6 + 0 . 1 3
I

2

0 . 1 3 3+ 0 . 0 0 4
0.346 +0.004

5.87+0.98
4.90+0.59
5.14+0.59

Cr y stal str ucture r ef,netnent
To obtain the best measurementof the bond lengths in phase A, the
structure was refinedby the method of ieast squaresanalysis.This calculation was carriedout by hand methodsin the early stages,and completed
with a program written for the Burroughs 205 digital computer. The
approximation was used in which the nondiagonalterms of the normal
equationsare neglected,as describedin the caseof montroseite (Evans
and Mrose, 1955). The weighting factor was chosen according to the
absolutevalue of F, as follows:

f o r I n l o u s>; la l z , 1 * i " ; 1 , f * : 4 l r f i " ; l Z l r f " n O; l
f o r l r ' ( o t s )<l + l n q - i " ; 1 , y 6 : l r ( o b s ) l / + l r l m i n ; 1 .
Each atom was assignedan individual isotropic temperature factor. By
this route, the reliability factor was reduced to R:0.143. The observed
and calculatedstructure amplitudes,F(obs) and F(calc),showgoodagreement.x
The finai coordinates,temperaturefactors and correspondingstandard
deviationsare given in 'Iable 2. The interatomic distances,illustrated in
Fig. 4, are listed in Table 3.
V anad.ium-oxy gen bond,s
The six vanadium-oxygenbonds in the octahedron,as shown by Table
3, vary in length from 1.82 to 2.06 A. l|tris range must correspondto a
considerablevariation in bond number. In a discussionof the structure
of vanadium pentoxide,Bystrcim and Wilhelmi (1951) have shown that
an approximation of the bond number of a vanadium-oxygenbond may
be obtainedfrom the empirical relation of Pauling Qgal:
D" -

Dt:

-

2hlogn

in which the constantsD,: I.77 A and fr:0.39. (For metalsPauling
usesft:0.300.)
* A copy of the F(obs) and
F(calc) values may be obtained from the authors.
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HAGGITE

v-o:

B
D

(Pnlsr

DrsraNcns rN HAccrre
(Srn Frc. 4)

Vector

Distance A

V-Or
V-Or
V-Oa

t.82+0.o2
|.97
201
2.06
3.15+0.01

DOLORESITT:,

AND

Or-Oz
Or-O:
OrOa
Or-O:
OrOe
OrOr
OrO:
OrOr
OrOt

E
I

G
H

J
K
L
M
N

llJl

A)

Distance A

2.80+0,03
2.84
2.59
2.85
2.58
269
2.79
3.49
3.72

Evans (unpublishedwork) has found that for certain metavanadates
whose structures are weil refined, better consistencyis obtained with
Dr:1.81 A. Applying this law to the vanadium-oxygenoctahedron in
phaseA, the following distribution is obtained:
V-Or
V-Oz(2)
V-O:(2)
V-Os

D"
1 . 8 2A
t.97
2.01
2.06

n
0.98
053
0.55
0.48

Total n

3.82

From this result it is unsafe to deducedirectly the valenceof vanadium
becauseof the large accumulative errors in ??.The indication is clear, on
the other hand, that the V-Or bond is closeto a full single bond. Since
01 receiyestwo of these bonds, we may concludethat it cannot carry a
hydrogenatom, and thereforedoesnot representa hydroxyl group.
Constitution of htiggite
The distribution of bonds over the oxygen atoms is consistentwith the
hydrogen bonds located earlier, but does not admit the presenceof any
other hydrogen atoms in the unit cell. We are thus led to the unique
formulation for phaseA of IV above:
HaVrOro or

VzOr'VzOn'3HzO.

Further arguments in support of this composition are given in a iater
section.PhaseA is thus establishedas a new mineral species.In honor of
ProfessorGunnar Hiigg of the University of Stockholm and his inestimable contributions to our knowledgeof crystal chemistry, we proposethe
name hziggitefor this mineral. It will be referred to by this name in the
remainder of this paper.
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Cnysrar SrnucrunB Alc*\rysrs or Pnase B

LInit cell,contenlsand.slrwcture
The crystal structure of phase B was worked out in the same way as
that of hiiggite. The unit cell volume will just accommodate16 oxygen
atoms of specificvolume 17.2^3. Again assumingthe spacegroup to be
C2/m and the same restrictions to apply as for hdggite, the possible
formulations for phaseB are the following:
VIIL
IX.
X.
xI.

HroV4Ol6
HrEV4Or6
HmVnOre
HI4V6O16

Xrr. Hrzvsoro
XIII.

HroVrOm

XIV.
XV.
XVL
XVII.
XVIII.
xIX.

H8V6OI6
HaVaOm
H6VsOl6
H4V8O16
HzVrOro
V8O16

The Patterson map for phase B, shown in Fig. 5, again shows the
vectors of the double octahedralchain. Geometricalconsiderationsbased
on this chain oriented as shown by the Patterson function quickly lead
to the conclusionthat there are also present single octahedron chains,
with which the double chains are linked alternately by sharing octahedral apicesas in heggite,to form sheetsextendingparallel to the (001)
plane. Structure factor calculations indicated that such a model is a
valid one, and finally Ied to the electron density map shown in Fig. 6.
In this way the formulation of phaseB was restricted to XI, XII, XIII
or XIV. The electrondensity map shows the presenceof 10 short interlayer oxygen-oxygendistancesor hydrogen bonds. This evidenceIeadsto
formula XIII for phaseB, unlessevidencefor the presenceof additional
hydrogen atoms not involved in hydrogen bonds is found.
Crystal struclure r ef,nement
The 63 (h)l) data for phase B were relined by the method of least
squares analysis, just as for hiiggite. The final reliability factor was
R:0.164. The structure parametersare given in Table 4. The interatomic
distances,as shown in Fig. 7, are listed in Table 5. As expectedthe errors

Frc, 5. Patterson projection of (010) of phase B.
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Tesr-n 4. Srnucrupn Peneuntens non Puesn B aNo Doronpsrru
Spacegroup:C2/m,Int. Tab. No 12
fiy

Atoms

2
4
4
4
4
4

Yt in
Yz in
Or in
o::ll'
Oa in
OEin

(c)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)

(4,)

(cycles)

0
0.1766+0.0007
0.470 +0.003
0.095 +0.004
0.665 +0.003
0.286 +0.003

1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.26
2.43

0 3680+0.0028
o . 2 4 8+ 0 . o 1 2
0 4 2 7+ 0 . 0 1 5
0 . 0 9 5+ 0 . 0 1 2
0 . 3 6 2+ 0 . 0 1 1

s.47
r0.t7
J.I/

4.31

in thesedistancesare larger than those obtained for hiiggite, becauseof
the poorer quality of the measured data, but they are sufficiently small
to permit someuseiui estimatesof bond number to be made.
V anailium-oxygen bonds
Applying Pauling's relation to this structure, the following bond
distributions are found:
Vr-Or(4)
Vr-O:(2)

.70
.60

Total n

4.00

2.13

t.39
.62
.56
.39

Total n

4.14

1 . 7 0A
1.97

Vr-Oz
Yz-Ot(2)
Yr-On(2)
Vz-Or

n

D*
1 . e 3A
I .98

2.0r

As in hiiggite, the oxygen atom which links the chains in the a-axrs
direction is joined to two vanadium atoms which supply it with a total
valency of 1.99.It seemsmost probable thatOris not a hydroxyl group.
of phaseB
Consti.tutioro
By arguments simular to those used for hdggite, it is concludedthat
the number of hydrogen atoms in the unit cell is 10, as a maximum. Thus,
formulation XIII is the most probablecompositionof phaseB:
ffroVoOrs
or V:O:'2VsOr'SHzO
In this case,we must recognizethe possibility that the number of hydrogen atoms is less,or 8 as a minimum. Phase B would then be identical
with doloresitewhich correspondsto formula XIV, as describedin the
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Frc 6. Electron density projection on (010) of phase B. Contours as in Fig. 3.

next section. The relationship between phase B and doloresite is discussedin a succeedingsection.
Possibleord.eringof hydrogenbonds
In both hriggiteand phaseB, it will be noted that one of the hydrogen
bonds is bisected by a symmetry center. This bond cannot in fact be
centrosymmetric,so that the formal definition of the structure must be
qualified to account for this anomaly. It is certain that any one chain of
hydrogen bonds, 3 in the chain in hdggite, and 5 in phase B, must be
polarized with all the hydrogen bonds oriented in one direction or the
other along this chain. Following this postulate, two further relations
among the hydrogen bonds may occur: (1) the polarizationsof the separate hydrogen bond chainsare oriented at random throughout the structure; and (2) the polarizations are oriented in a parallel or some antiparallel array. In the first case, the structure symmetry will be truly
C2/m, and the structure parameterswill be an averageof the local positions assumedaccordingto the orientation (instantaneousor permanent)
Tasr,n5. INrenarourc
"tr#J;"r:

B ,rxo Doronrsrrn
lnresB

Atoms

Vector

Distance A

Atoms

Vector

Vr-Or
Vr-O:
Vz-Oz
Vz-Or
Vr-O:
Vz-Or

B
C
D
E
F

1 93+0.07
1. 9 8
1.70
2.01
197
2.13

G
H

Vz-V:

w

OrOr
Oz-Or
Or-Or
Or-On
Os-Oz
OrOa
OrO+
On-Ot

3 . 2 3+ 0 . 0 2

o.o:
OrOr
Or-Or
OrO:
OrOt
Or-O,

T
K
L
M
N
P

o
R
S
T
L_r

\/

Distance A

2.72+0.10
2.81
2.44
2.60
)

77

279
2.82
-!.Jl

262
2.79
288
3.52
353
.J . /.)
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Frc. 7. Interatomic distancesin phase B'

of the adjacent hydrogenbonds.The variations found in the temperature
factors of the various oxygen atoms may be a result of this ave\aging
process.In the secondcase,the spacegroup symmetry of the structure
would be loweredto Cm. Again, the observedtemperaturefactors would
be influenced by our procedure of refining the structure in terms of the
more symmetrical spacegroup. No attempt has been made to carry the
refinementof the structures of hiiggite and phase B furt\er in the space
groupCm. Therefore,we cannot draw any conclusionas'ltowhich of the
hydrogen bond arrangements,ordered or disordered,is actually present
in these structures.
uRE o' D o L o REsrr E
t;cr
c r y sta, ogr ap n, oy a a rsr)!
In the description of the brown, fibrous rnineral doloresiteby Stern,

linally obtained from the Monument No. 2 mine in Monument Valley,

to the foliowing data:
Spacegroup: Im2m
A
o : 19.11
b : 2.98
c : 4.86
Yol. : 277 43.
This unit cell proved to be false at a later stage when it was discovered
that the Iattice could be exactly accounted for in terms of the monoclinic

IIJ0
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Frc. 8. a. Buerger precession photograph or (h\l) net of doloresite, normal to fiber axis.
b. rnterpretation of o: full lines, primary reciprocal lattice; dotted lines, twin lattice. Note
the orthorhombic symmetry of the photograph.

unit cell of phaseB. rf the phaseB unit cell is transformedaccordingto
the matrix l0I/0lO/00T, its dimensions*are:
Space group: I2fm

o : 19.07
A
b : 2.99
c: 483
0 : 90"18',
By twinning on (100), the apparently orthorhombic lattice is produced,
as shown in Fig. 80.
Early ottemptsto interpret lhe,,ortlcorhombic,,strwcture
Until work was begun on the crystals from Cariile, Wyoming, the
presenceof twinning in doloresitewas not suspected.As explainedin the
x This setting
of the unit cell is, in fact, the conventional setting of Donnay and Nowacki (1957). The unit cell used in this paper is retained in order to simplify the description
of the structures and their interrelationshios.
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Introiluction, a concerted effort was made to solve the structure in terms
of the false orthorhombic unit cell. It may be of interest to describethis
work briefly, in order to illustrate the extent to which a completely blind
lead can be followed, especiallyin the use of the Fourier method of
structure analysis.
Intensities were measuredfor the (h)l) and (hll) reflectionson Weissenberg films by visual estimate and corrected for Lorentz and polarization
factors. These data were used to prepare the Patterson section P(ulu)
(spurious,becausethe intensitiesmeasuredwere all twinned composites).
It was known from the unit cell volume that the cell contained 16 oxygen
atoms, but the number of vanadium atoms was taken as 4, 6 or 8 in
various trials. It was quickly found that no arrangementof octahedra
was possiblein the spacegroupImmm, so the symmetry was assumedto
be ltn2m. Several trial arrangements of the vanadium atoms were
evolved compatible with the "Patterson" function. Each led to a recog-

Frc. 9. Possible mechanism of twinning of doloresite, by a mirror operation.

nizable electron density projection. Only one showed any indication of
oxygen atoms. This structure, the best of those tried, could not be refined to give a reliabiiity factor lower than 0.35. The failure to find any
structure that would refine beyond this point led us to abandon further
work in this direction. Our experiencewith this problem provides a good
exampleof the obliging nature of the Fourier method in crystai structure
analysis, even when based on a completely erroneouscrystallographic
interpretation.
Verif,cation of the true struclure oJ doloresite
It has been noted that the geometry of the doloresitelattice correspondsto a phaseB Iattice twinned on (100). It was further found that
the intensitiesof the (Z0l) reflectionsof doioresite,measuredas indicated
above, could be fully accountedfor if it was assumedthat each was the
sum of the intensitiesof two reflectionsof the phase B lattice superimposed by the twin operation. After the refinement of phase B was completed, a set of structure factors was calculatedusing the final structure
parameters-obtainedfor phaseB, but with an overall temperaturefactor
oI B:4.0 A' instead of the individual temperature factors shown in
Table 4. By combining these caiculatedF2 values appropriately for the
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twin compositesand taking square root for comparisonwith the measured doloreslte"F" values,a reliability factor of 0.098 was obtained. An
attempt to refine the structure further in terms of the doloresitedata did
not lead to any significantchangein the phaseB structural parameters.
The calculatedand observedstructure factors are in good agreement.
Cnysrer CnBlrrcer, RBr.q,noNsurpBBrwoBN
MoNrnosBnE ANDDoronesrrB
Twinn'ing,in dolores,ite
A universal property of the mineral doloresiteis its submicroscopic
lameliar twinning on (100). No crystals have ever been found which do
not give perfect pseudo-orthorhombicdiffraction patterns. It is of considerableinterest to examine this twinning in terms of the crystal structure of doloresite, and its mode of origin. The usual mechanism of
twinning makes use of some element in the structure which can play a
common role in the original crystal and in the twinned counterpart which
is related to it by some symmetry operation. In this case,as shown in
Fig. 9, we may use the Ozatoms as a twin "bridge" by passinga mirror
plane through them parallel to the c axis. Such a mechanismis feasible,
especially if- a hydrogen bond is invoked to join oxygen atoms 03 (distance 2.57 A) acrossthe twin piane. Such a fusion may actually be accomplishedin severai ways, to join two single octahedron chains, two
double chains, or a singie and a double chain, at the compositionplane
(which may or may not be a mirror plane).
Another mechanismis equally feasible,and is actually more plausible
in light of the relationshipof doloresiteto its parent, montroseite.In Fig.
10 is shown an arrangementin which the doublechain of one sheetin one
crystal is joined to double chains in two sheetsin the twin component.

Frc. 10. Probable mechanism of twinning of doloresite, by a diagonal glide operation,
shown at the left Coalescence of the montroseite structure with the doloresite structure is
shown in the two possible orientations at the right.
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The two structuresfit almost exactly in this way without strain. In fact,
the arrangementof chains at the composition plane is almost identical
with that found in the montroseitestructure, illustrated to the right of
Fig. 10. It can be derived by means of a diagonal glide plane parailel to
the 6 and c axesin the twin compositionplane, such as is characteristicof
the montroseitestructure parallel to the a and c axes.
Ori,gi,nof d.oloresite
Doloresite is commonly found intimately associatedwith paramontroseite, and single-crystalphotographs show that the two crystals are
always in parallel orientation. The 6 and c axesof doloresiteare found to
be parallel to the c and a axes of paramontroseite,respectively.If the
slab of structure al the compositionplane (seeFig. 10) is consideredto
constitute a montroseitestructure, its orientation is just that found for
paramontroeseitewith respectto the two doloresitetwin components.It
follows, of course, that the doloresite structure will coalescewith the
montroseitestructure, as shown in Fig. 10.
On the basis of the information gained from the structure studies so
far, a mode of origin of doloresitemay be proposed,as describedbelow.
1. Doloresite, as shown by Stern et aI. (1957), is derived by secondary replacement of
primary montroseite.
2. On exposure to ground waters containing oxygen, montroseite is altered to phase B.
3. The alteration mechanism, unlike that of montroseite to paramontroseite, is partial.ly reconstructive, and involves a shifting of positions of vanadium, oxygen and hydrogen
atoms and introduction of new atoms. accordinq to the reaction:
3 ( V z O s ' H z O )I

2HzO * O: -

montroseite

VrO:'2VzOr' 5HzO
phase B

4. In spite of the reconstructive nature of the alteration, structural control is maintained between montroseite and phase B, as shorn'nin Fig. 10.
5 . A s i n t h e c a s e o f p a r a m o n t r o s e i t e ( E v a n s a n d M r o s e ,1 9 5 5 ) , t h e f o r m a t i o n o f p h a s e
B is nucleated on a very fine scale throughout the mass of the montroseite crystal.
6. With respect to the original montroseite crystal, the phase B nucleus may form with
equal probability in either of two orientations.
7. When two adjacent nucleii in opposite orientations grow toward each other and
finally consume the intervening montroseite, they may be joined at the contact in a manner
shorvn in Fig. 10. It is also possible that there will be no coherent structural boundary,
since the twin orientations were determined by the original montroseite structure and not
by a direct structural relation between the twins themselves at the composition plane.
'Ihe
8.
size of the twin crystallites or lamellae of phase B, as suggestedby the difiuseness of the single-crystal patterns, is of the order 10-5 cm.
9 When the alteration of montroseite to phase B is halted, perhaps by exposure to air,
it is rapidly altered to doioresiteaccording to the reaction:
V 2 O r ' 2 V 2 O 4s' H z O f
phase B

* O z + 3 V : O a ' 4 H z O* H z O
doloresite

10. At this stage,the remaining unreacted montroseite is converted to paramontroseite,
according to the mechanism proposedby Evans and Mrose (1955).
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Evans and Garrels(1959)have determinedthe conditionsof formation
and stability of many vanadium minerals in aqueous environments in
terms of acidity (pH) and oxidation potential (En).In Fig. 11 we have
suggestedhow their diagram may be further modified to include the new
oxide phasesdescribedin this paper. The sequenceof events described
aboveis shown by meansof arrows. This diagram also showsthe relation
o5
o4

\'
o

t
o
c

Monl'o5e'le,

o

J'or H.o

o
,uorotn.n

ion conclntrat,on,

pH un,ts

Frc. 11. Alteration sequences of montroseite to doloresite and higher oxides,
shown on equilibrium diagram of Evans and Garrels (1959).

of theseminerals to duttonite (Thompson, Roach and Meyrowitz, 1957)
as it occurs at the Peanut mine, and to higher valence oxides ("corvusite") as it is found at most other localities.
It is important to rememberin following the argumentsset forth above
that conclusiveproof is not obtainable for every steD. The weathering
mechanismpostulatedand representedby the diagram presentswhat we
feel is the most probable one in terms of all the accumulatedevidence.
The most uncertain aspectof the processis the changefrom phase B to
doloresite.This questionwill be further discussedbelow.
OnrcrN ol HAGGTTEANDPEASEB
Intergrotath oJ htiggiteand phoseB
As explained earlier, apparently single crystals from Carlile, Wyoming,
were found to be an intimate intergrowth of two vanadium oxide phases,
h?iggiteand phase B. This situation is reminiscent of montroseite and
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paramontroseite(Evans and Mrose, 1955),which were also found to be
intergrown on a fine scale.In that case,the r-ray pattern for montroseite
was found to be sharp, and for paramontroseite,difiuse. This was taken
as evidence,together with other considerations,thal the latter had been
derived from the former by a solid state oxidation process.In the caseof
hZiggiteand phase B, both superposedr-ray patterns are sharp. It is
believed that a whoily different explanation musl be sought for the
existenceof thesetwo minerals.
Stability of htiggite and' phase B
An understandingof the mode of formation of the various oxides requires a knowledgeof the stable phasesunder the various environments
of oxidation potential and acidity. On the equilibrium diagram of Evans
and Garrels (1959), only two lower-valenceoxides appear as stable
phases: montroseite (VrOs'H2O) and duttonite (VrOn'ZHzO). Patamontroseite was said by Evans and Mrose (1955) to be metastable,
becauseof its unique mode of origin and the fact that it is unknown as a
synthetic product. It is entirely possible,of course,that stable phases
exist that have not previously been identified. Many such intermediate
type phaseshave recently been discoveredin the molybdenum-tungstenoxygensystem (Magn61i,1956)and the titanium-oxygensystem (Andersson, Coll6n, Kuylenstierna and Magn6li, t957)- Most of these phases
have been proved by crystal structure study to be members of groups
termed by Magn6li "homologous series," in which the averagevalence
of the metal atom is slightly altered from one phase to the next. Thus,
in the titanium-oxygen system, the homologousseriesdenoted by the
formula
Ti"Oz"-r

is representedby known phasesfor which n:4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and "o.
H?iggite and phase B have structures which suggestthe existenceof a
homologousseriesof the type:
IJz, zY*On-z

In this series,hdggite has n:4, phase B has n:6 and duttonite has
m: cn. For structural reasons,z must be even and cannot be less than
4, and montroseiteis not a member of the series.The structural basisof
this series is the combination in varying ratios of single and double
octahedronchains (ratio: n/2 2) to form sheet structures as explained
in the sectionon the structure of phaseB. The relationshipamong these
structures is shown in Fig. 12. In duttonite (Evans and Mrose, 1958)
only singleoctahedronchainsare present,and theseare subject to distor-
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Frc.72. Structures of the homologous series, (o) hAggite, (6) phase B and (c) duttonite.
Note hydrogen bond chains (dashed lines): 3 bonds (o), 5 bonds (b), and infinite (c) in
length.

tions in the octahedral

environment

which

have not been found

in hrig-

gite and phaseB.
Formation of htiggiteand.phaseB
It seemsmost probable that both h?iggiteand phaseB were formed as
primary minerals in the sandstonesat Carlile, Wyoming, from the
mineralizingsolutions.Theseoxidesundoubtedly representstablephases
with narrow rangesin the oxidation potential variation betweenmontroseiteand duttonite. The mineralsin this occurrenceshow no paramorphic
relationshipto other oxidessuch as montroseite.It may be imaginedthat
the crystals grew in an environment in which the oxidation potential
oscillated over a narrow interval bridging the stability ranges of hiiggite
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and phase B. Under these conditions, the crystal may be expectedto
grow in an oscillatory manner, producing a crystal edifice consistingof
fine lamellae of alternating hiiggite and phase B regions' These lamellae
coalescestructurally at the interface in a natural way' as shown in Fig.
13, in a manner to produce a relative orientation just as found in the
r-ray photographs.
Dor-onnsrrn ANDPHASEB ("rnoroooloRESrrE")
Although doloresite and phase B have crystal structures so nearly
identical that the differencebetween them cannot be detected, they have
beentreated in the previoussectionsas though they were distinct phases.

Frc. 13. Structural mechanism of intergrowth of hZiggite and phase B.
Note parallelism of c axes of the two phases.

The reasonsfor this practice are partly structuralr partly morphological
and partly chemicalin nature.
D ef,ni,ti,onoJ doloresite
As describedin the section above on the structure of doloresite,the
number of hydrogen atoms in the formula H,VoOrowill have a maximum
of 10, and a minimum of 8. In the description of doloresiteby Stern et al.
(1957),it was shown that chemicalanalysesof carefully preparedsamples
showed that VrOs was present in insignificant amount. Mainly for this
reason, the formula given for doloresite was HsVoOroor 3VzOa'4HrO.
On the other hand, other analysesmade on doloresitehave shown the
presenceof appreciable amounts of VzOa,but these samples were considered to contain admixed montroseite.
Hyd,rogenbonds and.stable phases
There are sufficient hydrogen bond sites in the structure of doloresite
to account for 10 hydrogen atoms in the formula. This formulation is
that given to phase B, which, as explained in a previous section, is beIieved to be a member of a homologous series, and therefore, a stable
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phase with a very narrow stability range. rn doloresite,which is not a
member of the postulated series,two of the ten possiblehydrogen bonds
are not occupied.No structural adjustments could be found tending to
lengthen any of the oxygen-oxygen distances, but if the vacancies were
distributed randomly over the ten hydrogen bonds, the corresponding
structural changeswould probably be so small as to escapedetection by
means of the limited difiraction data available.
we believe that doloresiteis a metastablephase and bears the same
relation to phaseB as paramontroseitedoesto montroseite.rt seemsunreasonablethat a stable tetravalent oxide hydrate phasecould exist with
such a complex structure, requiring as it doessome specialdispensation
of the hydrogen atoms through disorder or other means.This reasoning
is strengthenedby evidenceof the existenceof this same structure with
fully occupiedhydrogen bonds as a stable phase.on the other hand, it is
entirely reasonable to expect that phase B might undergo solid state
oxidation by the loss of two hydrogen atoms per unit cell by a processof
diffusion out of the structure, Ieaving the original structural framework
intact. rn the weathering diagram shown in Fig. 11, the transformation
of phaseB into doloresitewould, therefore,be of the sametype as that of
montroseiteinto paramontroseite.
Phase B as a mineral species
Although we believe,as a result of the arguments given above, that
phase B and doloresite are separate minerals, it is apparent that the
evidence for their existenceas distinct speciesis entirely circumstantial.
Therefore, we are not in a position to define phase B as a valid species.
rf it should be possibleat somelater time to prove its existence.it would
be proper to give it a name which indicatesits relationshipto doloresite.
such as "protodoloresite."
Suuuany
A detailed crystal chemical study of the vanadium oxide hydrate
mineralsdoloresiteand hiiggite has been made. rn this study, the following facts have beenestablished:
1. In crystals from Carlile, Wyoming, two vanadium oxide minerals
are intimately intergrown on a microscopicscale.These minerals have
closelyrelated monocliniclattices which are oriented with respectto each
other so that their b and c axesare parallel.
2. The crystal structure of both these intergrown phaseshas been determined. Application of crystal chemical principres has led to a formulation of their chemical constitution.
3. One of these phases is established as the mineral hiiggite. The
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structure consists of double octahedron chains Iinked by octahedron
corner-sharing into sheets parallel to the (001) plane, the sheets being
tied togetherby hydrogenbonds.
4. The crystallography and crystal structure of the second phase
(phase B) have been determined and found to be identical with that of
doloresite within the limits of experimental error. The structure consists
of double octahedron chains linked alternately with single octahedron
chainsin sheetsparallel to (001),the sheetsbeing tied together by hydrogen bonds.
From these facts and other associatedinformation, the relationships
among the various vanadium oxide hydrates (montroseite, paramontroseite, hiiggite, phase B, doloresite and duttonite) have been studied and
interpreted. The following significant conclusionshave been arrived at:
1. Hiiggite, phase B and duttonite form a homologous series of the
with n:4,6 and oo respectively.These phasesare
type: Hs*-zVnOBn-2,
probably thermodynamically stable.
2. Doloresite is probably different from phase B, and has the formula
HsVeOro,corresponding to a pure quadrivalent oxide hydrate' It is beIieved to be metastable,like paramontroseite,and formed from phaseB
through the loss of two hydrogen atoms per unit cell.
3. Doloresite,was formed originally as phaseB by secondaryreplacement of montroseite. This processis reconstructive but evidently occurs
under the structural control of montroseite.Thus, any phase B nucleus
formed is constrained to have one of two possible orientations with respect to the original montroseite crystal. The twinning of doloresite on a
submicroscopicscaleis thereby accounted for.
4. The lamellar intergrowth, with no evidence of twinninS, of hiiggite
and phase B in crystals from Carlile, Wyoming, is believed to be the
result of oscillatory growth of the crystals from the original mineralizing
solutions under conditions in which the oxidation potential varies over a
narrow critical range.
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